Logistic regression is a powerful machine learning tool to classify data. When dealing with sensitive or private data, cares are necessary. In this paper, we propose a secure system for privacy-protecting both the training and predicting data in logistic regression via homomorphic encryption. Perhaps surprisingly, despite the non-polynomial tasks of training and predicting in logistic regression, we show that only additively homomorphic encryption is needed to build our system. Indeed, we instantiate our system with Paillier, LWE-based, and ring-LWE-based encryption schemes, highlighting the merits and demerits of each instantiation. Besides examining the costs of computation and communication, we carefully test our system over real datasets to demonstrate its utility.
Introduction

Background
Logistic regression is a standard method in supervised machine learning to classify data. It is widely applied in various fields of science and engineering.
In several tasks using logistic regression, data contributors employ geographically distributed devices, raising the need of a central server to receive, store, share, and process the data as shown in Fig. 1 .
However, the concentrated data collection at the central server may easily become a significant target for attacks. Even if the access to the server is properly controlled, the server itself cannot be completely trusted due to the sensitivity of the data.
The above tension of server utility versus data leakage on it has been long realized. Rivest, Adleman, and Dertouzos [25] pointed out that the tension can be relaxed via homomorphic encryption. This work follows the model of [25] . * A version of this paper appeared at [7] . a) E-mail: aono@nict.go.jp b) E-mail: takuya.hayashi@nict.go.jp c) E-mail: phong@nict.go.jp (Corresponding author) d) E-mail: wlh@nict.go.jp DOI: 10.1587/transinf.2015INP0020 
Our Contributions
We build the first system for privacy-preserving logistic regression in which the storage and computation at the client side are relatively light. Specifically, our system is constructed via following technical steps and contributions:
(1) We turn the original logistic regression into what we call homomorphism-aware logistic regression via function approximations. (2) We show how to use additively homomorphic encryption with the homomorphism-aware logistic regression. (3) We show how to instantiate our system with Paillier, LWE-based, and ring-LWE-based encryption, and highlight their merits and demerits. (4) We conduct experiments with real datasets from the UCI repository to report the utility of our system in terms of accuracy in prediction.
The effect of our design is that the system can securely handle data from distributed devices as in the Internet of Things. Specifically, our system enjoys the following properties
• (Privacy-preserving) Plain data is never leaked to the server, as homomorphic encryption is used.
• (Outsourcing) The storage and computation of each party is
where N data is the number of records in a dataset and d is the dimension of each record. Therefore the heavy storage/computation goes to the server, the light work to the client as desired under the model of [25] . For concrete values, see Table 3 .
Directly Related Works
The works [9] , [22] consider private prediction in logistic
Copyright c 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers over ciphertexts [9] , [22] no yes addition, multiplication Ours yes yes addition (is enough) regression, given that the regression coefficients (i.e. θ * in Sect. 2.1) are publicly known. The papers [9] , [22] do not consider the training phase of logistic regression. Therefore, our work complements [9] by protecting the training data in producing the regression coefficients. See Table 1 . We also show that homomorphic additions over ciphertexts are enough in our construction.
The work [15] considers polynomial learning algorithms on encrypted data, assuming that multiplications over ciphertexts are supported by the underlying homomorphic encryption scheme. The paper [15] does not consider logistic regression; it cites [22] for logistic regression and examines other classifiers such as Linear Means and FLD.
Other Related Works
Approximate versions of logistic regression have appeared in other contexts such as large-scale text categorization [33] and differential privacy [34] . The work [34] does not consider data secrecy. Therefore, this work complements [34] by showing the secrecy of training data can be gained via encryption.
Bost et al. [10] examines several classifiers in the setting of two-party computation, in which the server has a secret θ (model) and the client has a secret x (data). Both interacts in a protocol with many rounds so that at the end the client learns Circuit(θ, x) where Circuit is one of the classifiers. This two-party setting is different from ours of outsourced computation.
The papers [12] , [13] , [23] are also in the setting of secure two-party computation in which each party has a secret training set. Both wish to combine those sets in the training phase to obtain the trained model, but do not want to reveal their private dataset to each other. Therefore, the setting is different from ours of outsourced computation.
The paper [31] is also in the setting of two-party computation. It is worth noting that [31] uses an approximation for the sigmoid function, while our approximation is for the logarithm of the sigmoid function. Therefore, strictly speaking, the objects for approximation are also different.
Zhu et al. [35] also consider logistic regression via an interactive protocol in which their customer must be always active in communication in several rounds with the cloud server. The communication cost between the server and the customer in their protocol depends on both dataset size and dimension, and likewise the customer's computation cost. Therefore, [35] does not use the model of [25] and hence is different from ours.
Logistic regression with data privacy protection receives significant attentions from researchers in biomedical informatics [16] , [29] , [32] , considering different settings of integrating and sharing data. These works do not use the model of [25] and hence are different from ours. Our work adds the setting of secure outsourced logistic regression to this line of research, showing the task can be done securely and efficiently.
Khedr et al. [17] examine classifiers using Bayesian filter and decision trees on encrypted data using homomorphic encryption supporting a few multiplications over ciphertexts. These classifiers are different from logistic regression.
The Internet of Things (IoT) can be seen as a crossproduct of many fields, among which are distributed computing and big data. This field has attracted significant attention from researchers. Interested readers may refer to [28] (for definition of IoT), [30] (for distributed storage), [19] (for radio access network), [27] (for sensor data), to list just a few.
Logistic Regression and Its Approximation
Original Logistic Regression
Consider a (N data , d)-dataset of N data records and d dimension
in which 0 < h θ (x) < 1 is the value of the sigmoid function
.
The training phase of logistic regression aims at finding the minimizer which optimizes the cost function
The predicting phase of logistic regression, given a new data
, aims at guessing the binary value y new ∈ {0, 1} by setting
in which 0 < thres < 1 is a variable threshold, and typically thres = 1/2. 
so if we approximate the following function of u ∈ R by a degree k (e.g., k = 2) polynomial
we obtain following approximations
The approximate function of J(θ) is formed by using the polynomials at (4) and (5) to replace the corresponding logarithm functions in (1) . Namely, define the following cost function
in which
For our secure system, we further want to expand (
For that purpose, we have with
and denote 
we can finally express
Since degree k = 2 is mainly used in later sections, we give the explicit formulas of (7) as
owned by the i th data source (9)
owned by the i th data source (10) for later references. Furthermore, the coefficients a j at (3) can be chosen via Taylor expansion, namely
Another method is via minimizing the area between the original and the quadratic approximation, yielding † When d is bigger, the approximation using the area tends to performs a little better so that we choose it in all later experiments.
Security Model (Rivest, Adleman, Dertouzos 1978)
Following [14] , [25] we consider the following scenario: a † found by using the function fit of gnuplot. client outsources its data to a cloud server for computation and storage, but does not want to leak any information to the cloud server. In the following we recap the details.
Model outline. The general picture of the protocol is in Fig. 3 . We use E pk (data (1) ), . . . , E pk (data (N data ) ) to represent the encryption of the data under a public key pk from various geographically distributed data contributors. After receiving the encrypted data, using homomorphic property of E pk , the computing server does necessary computations and sends the output E pk (Θ) to the data analyst, from which Θ is recovered by decryption, and the final result θ * is obtained (from Θ). Note that, naively Θ = θ * but it is not a must † ; indeed, what requires is that θ * can be efficiently derived from Θ.
Key generation. The client generates the public and secret key pair (pk, sk) and publicly distributes pk. Data encryption. Data from the client or many contributors is encrypted and sent to the outsourced server. We assume that these encryption and uploading processes are always correctly executed.
Threat and protection goal. The outsourced server is assumed honest-but-curious: it is curious on any information from the data, and yet is honest in instructed computations. This curious nature of the server is considered a threat. The protection goal of our protocol in Fig. 3 is to hide any information of the data from the server.
This honest-but-curious assumption is reasonable to model an economically motivated cloud service provider: it wants to provide excellent service for a successful business, but would be interested in any extra available information. On the order hand, a malicious cloud service provider can mishandle calculations, delete data, refuse to return results, collude with other parties etc. Nevertheless, it is likely to be caught in most of these malicious behaviors, and hence harms its reputation in business. Therefore, we will stick to the assumption of honest-but-curious server.
Our System for Privacy-Preserving Logistic Regression
This section describes our main system. † For example, in [18] , [22] , Θ = (θ * 1 , θ * 2 ) ∈ Z 2 and θ * = θ * 1 /θ * 2 ∈ R, as current homomorphic encryption schemes do not support division directly. 
Securing Training Data via Encryption
We present our secure system for logistic regression under the model outlined in Fig. 3 . Overall, in the following, the workload of the parties characterized by dataset size N data and dimension d ( N data presumably) is in Table 2 . The server carries the heaviest computation and storage. Remarkably, by our system design, the server computations can be easily parallelized, detailed below.
Encryption at data sources. Each data source i computes real numbers a
Counting distinctly, these are d + 1 and (d + 1)(d + 2)/2 numbers respectively, so that the data source needs to prepare totally
real numbers using its d-dimensional data. In later sections, for the convenience of indexing, we denote these n d numbers from data source i as dat
the data source encrypts the above O(d
2 ) real numbers, using some additively homomorphic encryption scheme, to produce the ciphertext
, in which concrete instantiations of the encryption E pk together with real number encodings will be described in later section.
Cloud server computation. The server receives and stores CT (i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N data from all data sources. It then computes the following ciphertext additions (12) and sends CT to the client.
Client decryption. The client decrypts CT using its secret key. Due to the additive homomorphism of E pk , what the client obtains is
for all indexes 0 ≤ r 1 , r 2 ≤ d. These are exactly the coefficients given in (9) and (10) of the cost function at (8) .
Using the coefficients, the client then finds the minimizer θ * = argmin θ J approx (θ).
Theorem 1:
The above system is secure in the model of Sect. 3.
Proof 1:
The proof is straightforward since the server only handles encrypted data, so the security is reduced to the semantic security of the underlying encryption scheme (which is either Paillier's or LWE-based in the following section).
Securing Data in Prediction
The output θ * in Sect. 4.1 can be used for secure prediction in the sense that 
can be computed.
To compute h θ * (x), it suffices to know d j=1 θ * j x j . If the data for prediction is encrypted, it is necessary to compute
which is discussed below:
• If E pk (·) supports only ciphertext addition, then it is necessary to multiply a greatest common divisor to convert the (fixed precision) scalars θ * j ∈ R into integers. Then ciphertext additions are applied to obtain the encrypted result.
• If E pk (·) supports one multiplication such as in the (below) LWE and ring-LWE cases, it suffices to compute the sum of ciphertext product
. In both cases, the data holder with the secret key sk decrypts to obtain d j=1 θ * j x j and finally computes h θ * (x).
Instantiations of Our System
In this section we use additively homomorphic encryption schemes to instantiate our system in Sect. 4. We use following schemes, whose semantic securities are recalled in Appendix B, to show instantiations of our system:
The Paillier scheme is not quantum-safe, so LWE-based and ring-LWE-based ones are the choices whenever quantumresistant security is expected. Regarding the quantum-safe schemes, the ring-LWE-based one has smaller public key size while the LWE-based yields surprisingly smaller ciphertexts in communication and storage, showed below. These features enable flexible choices to employ our system in practice.
Using Paillier Encryption
Paillier encryption. With public key pk = n, the encryption of an integer m ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} is PaiEnc pk (m) = r n (1 + n) m mod n 2 in which r is chosen randomly from {0, . . . , n − 1}. The encryption is additively homomorphic because the ciphertext product PaiEnc pk (m 1 )PaiEnc pk (m 2 ) mod n 2 becomes an encryption of m 1 + m 2 mod n.
Packing data in encryption. As the plaintext space has log 2 n ≥ 2048 bits, we can pack many integers dat 1 , . . . , dat t each of prec bits into each Paillier plaintext as follows.
PaiEnc pk log 2 n bits
prec+pad bits in which 0 pad is the zero padding of pad bits, which helps preventing overflows in ciphertext additions. Typically, pad ≈ log 2 N data as we need N data additions of ciphertexts. Moreover, as the number of plaintext bits must be less than log 2 n, it is necessary that t(prec + pad) ≤ log 2 n. Therefore, t = log 2 n prec + pad which is the upper-bound of packing prec-bit integers into one Paillier plaintext. As a real number 0 ≤ r < 1 can be represented as an integer of form r · 2 prec , the above packing method can be used to encrypt around log 2 n /(prec + pad) real numbers in the range [0, 1) with precision prec, tolerating around 2 pad ciphertext additions.
Communication cost (data source to server). In our system in Sect. 4, each data source needs to encrypt and send n d = O(d 2 ) real numbers to the server. Therefore, with the above packing method, the number of Paillier ciphertexts sent from each data source is
log 2 n which is around
where n d is at (11), since each Paillier ciphertext is of 2 log 2 n bits.
Ciphertext additions (server).
The ciphertext additions on the server can be seen as follows: 
where T PaiAdd is the time of adding two Paillier ciphertexts. The resulted n d /t ciphertext sums in columns are sent to the client, which also requires O(2d 2 (prec + pad)) bits.
Decryption (client). The client decrypts the n d /t sums to obtain the sums
As pad = log 2 N data , there will be no overflows in the integer sums as required.
Using a LWE-Based Encryption
In this section, Z p are integers in (−p/2, p/2] and likewise for Z q .
LWE-based encryption.
We use the scheme in [6] and P = pR − AS ∈ Z n lwe ×l q given in the public key pk = (A, P, (p, l), (n lwe , s, q)) for noises R, S ∈ Z n lwe ×l . The encryption is additively homomorphic because lweEnc pk (m) + lweEnc pk (m ) = e 1 in which all signed bits are in {0, 1} if a ≥ 0 and in {−1, 0} if a < 0. Encryption from each data source corresponds to each row in (17) . Namely, each data source i having n d real numbers takes all signed bits of these numbers, concatenating them to form a vector in {−1, 0, 1} n d ·prec and encrypts that vector using lweEnc. Note that {−1, 0, 1} ⊂ Z p it is sufficient to set the plaintext length l = n d · prec.
Communication cost (data source to server). Each data source sends to the server a row in (17) , whose size is (n lwe + n d · prec) log 2 q (bits) (16) which is O(d 2 prec) as n lwe and q are fixed as parameters of the scheme.
Ciphertext additions (server).
The N data ciphertext additions on the server can be seen the row additions as follows, where each row comes from each data source.
whose computational cost is around
where T lweAdd is the adding time of two vectors in the set Z n lwe +n d ·prec q and t addZ q is the time for adding two elements in Z q . The resulted sum is sent to the client and its length is the same as in (16) .
Decryption (client).
The client decrypts the sum to obtain following sums of vectors (over Z)
Bits(dat
and then takes the inner products with Pow(2, L, ) to get . Therefore N data < p/2 is necessary.
Using a Ring-LWE-Based Encryption
Ring-LWE-based encryption. We use the ring-LWE-based scheme described in [15] . Define ring
n rlwe +1, and quotient rings R q = R/q, R p = R/p. The notion R (0,s) stands for polynomials in R with small Gaussian coefficients of mean 0 and deviation s.
The encryption of m ∈ R p under public key pk = (a, p = −as − e) ∈ R 2 q is as follows rlweEnc pk (m) = (e 1 a + e 2 , e 1 p + e 3 + q/p m) ∈ R 2 q (19) in which e, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ∈ R (0,s) are noises and secret key s ∈ R q .
The addition of ciphertexts can be done naturally as
in which m, m ∈ R p can also be seen as vectors of length n rlwe over
Data encoding and encryption. Data encoding is identical to Sect. 5.2. Encryption of the encoding is different since the plaintext length is fixed with n rlwe . Namely each data source needs to pack their data items into the ring-LWE encryption.
Referring to the rows of (21), let t be the number of data items packed into one rlweEnc, we have t · prec = n rlwe so that t = n rlwe prec .
Communication cost (data source to server).
Each data source sends to the server a row in (21), whose size is n d t (2n rlwe log 2 q) ≈ 2n d · prec · log 2 q (bits) (20) since each ring-LWE ciphertext is of 2n rlwe log 2 q (bits). It is worth noting that the cost at (20) in ring-LWE case is bigger than (16) in LWE case if n lwe < n d · prec.
Ciphertext additions (server).
whose computational cost is around (22) in which T rlweAdd is the time of adding two rlweEnc ciphertexts (seen as polynomials) in R 2 q . Decryption (client). This is the same as Sect. 5.2 and the condition N data < p/2 is again necessary to prevent overflows in adding the columns.
Concrete Estimation of Costs
To have a concrete estimation of costs, fix (number of records, dimension) in the training dataset as
which encompasses many real datasets as in [1] and the later used datasets in Sect. 6. The estimation result is in Table 3 whose production is detailed below. As d = 20, via (11) n d = 252 being used in following cost formula for communication and computation. Using Paillier's scheme. We take the Paillier modulus n of 3072 bits, which is standard to gain 128-bit security, so that log 2 n ≈ 3072 which is also the public key size in bits. Each ciphertext size is computed using (13) with precision prec = 64 and padding number pad = log 2 (N data ) . The computation cost is computed via (14) .
Using the LWE-based scheme. Each ciphertext size is computed using (16) in which n lwe = 2767, prec = 64, log 2 q = 90. The parameters of (n lwe , q) and Gaussian deviation s = 8.0 are set to gain around 128-bit security with respect to current attacks [5] , [20] , [21] . To handle such N data , we take p = 2097153.
The public key consisting A ∈ Z n lwe ×n lwe q and P ∈ Z n lwe ×n d prec q of n lwe (n lwe + n d prec) log 2 q bits, which becomes around 588.18 Mbyte.
The communication and computation costs are gained via (16) and (18) with above parameters.
Using the Ring-LWE-based scheme. We use the same parameters as in the LWE case for 128-bit security. In particular, n rlwe ≈ 2767.
The public key size is 2n rlwe log 2 q bits, which becomes 62.2575 Kbyte.
The communication cost is computed via (20) . The computation cost is computed via (22) . It is also worth noting that the computation cost of using the ring-LWE-based scheme can be larger than that of the LWE-based one, argued as follows. Looking (18) and (22), it suffices to show that T PaiAdd : time for adding two Paillier ciphertexts each under 3072-bit public key; t addZq : time for adding two integers in Z q ; T PaiDec : time for one Paillier decryption; T lweDec : time for one decryption in the LWE-based scheme; T rlweDec : time for one decryption in the ring-LWE-based scheme. On our server (2.60GHz x 2 CPU, 128GB RAM), T PaiAdd ≈ 10 · 10 −6 seconds, t addZq ≈ 1.146 · 10 −9 seconds. On a laptop, decryption times T PaiDec , T lweDec , T rlweDec are in milliseconds, so that the client computation is negligible. 
Let t addZ q be the time of adding two elements in Z q , then we can estimate T lweAdd = (n lwe + n d prec)t addZ q and T rlweAdd = 2n rlwe t addZ q . The reason is that T lweAdd is the time for adding two elements in Z n lwe +n d prec q and T rlweAdd is for adding two polynomials of degree n rlwe in Z q . Therefore, it is sufficient to show
which holds true as long as n lwe ≤ n d prec = (d + 1)(d + 4)prec/2. Table 3 reflects this fact as n lwe = 2767, d = 20, prec = 64.
Experiments with Real Datasets
This section aims at showing the utility of our secure system regarding the accuracy in prediction. We first remind the confusion matrix in Table 4 . We then conducts experiments with a few UCI datasets [1] .
Accuracy, Precision, and Recall. Referring to Table 4 , define
(Recall) R = #TP #TP + #FN (25) in which #TP reads as the number of true positives (TP) and likewise for the others.
Trivial accuracy. This is the percentage of 0 (or 1 if higher) in the actual class of y (i) in the testing set. A trivial "classifier"does nothing than returning 0 (or 1 respectively) will get the trivial accuracy. The accuracy at (23) must be higher than this trivial accuracy.
F-score. The score (aka, F 1 -score) is defined as
where P and R are at (24) and (25) . We always have 0 ≤ F score ≤ 1, and the higher F score is, the better the classifier.
Using the Pima Diabetes Dataset
The Pima Indians diabetes dataset [1] , [26] consists of 768 records each of dimension 8. Following [26] , we split the dataset into two parts: a training set of 576 records and a testing set of 192 records. The model gaining by the training set is used in the testing set to compute the accuracy. The datasets in this and following sections are all normalized by their means and deviations.
In our system over encrypted data, after obtaining the coefficients of the approximate cost function, the client runs the gradient descent algorithm with initial model θ init (Table A· 1 in Appendix A) and learning rate 0.1 with 200 steps of iterations. Also we choose λ = 1 in the cost function to penalize big coefficients in the model. Finally, the client obtains the minimizer θ * (Table A· 1, Appendix A). As seen in Table 5 , the accuracy of our system is a little better than the known accuracy reported in [4] , [26] (over unencrypted data).
Using the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset
The original Wisconsin breast cancer dataset [1] has 683 records (already excluded those with missing values) each with dimension 9. We split the dataset into two parts: a training set with 400 records and a testing set with 283 records. The benign (resp., malignant) ratios are 57% (resp., 43%) in the training set, and 76.3% (resp., 23.7%) in the testing set. Therefore, a good model for prediction must have an accuracy far higher than the trivial accuracy 76.3%. As reported in Table 5 , we reach a better accuracy than the ones known in [3].
Using the Banknote Authentication Dataset
In this dataset of [1] , data is extracted from images of both genuine and forged banknotes. There are 1372 records each of dimension 4. We set (N data , d) = (986, 4) for the training set, leaving 386 records for the test set. In the test set, the percentages of label 0 and 1 are both 50%, so the trivial accuracy is 50%. Our system reaches a high accuracy of 98.4% over the test set. Previous accuracies are not applied as we take our own partition of the original dataset. Details of parameters, input and output are given in Table A· 1. 
Using the Adult Income Dataset
In the training set of this dataset of [1] , (N data , d) = (30162, 14) in which 75.1% has label 0 (having income ≤ 50K) and 24.9% has label 1 (having income > 50K). The test set has 15060 records of which 75.4% has label 0 and 24.6% has label 1.
After gaining the trained model using encrypted training data, we reach the accuracy of 81.97% on the test set. This is not bad in comparison with known accuracies produced by various classifiers given in [2] over plain data: 79.65% (nearest-neighbor algorithm), 83.88% (NaiveBayes algorithm), 85.90% (NBTree algorithm).
Using the Skin/NonSkin Dataset
This UCI dataset [8] contains skin and non-skin face image samples. It has 245057 records, each of dimension 3 (for R, G, B colors). We split the original dataset into two parts: the training set of (N data , d) = (122528, 3) and the rest is for the testing set. The trivial accuracy over the testing set is 79.24% and our system obtains a higher accuracy of 93.89% as reported in Table 5 . Previous accuracies are not applied as we take our own partition of the original dataset. Parameters in the experiment is given in Table A· 1. 6.6 Discussions on the Experimental Results: Dataset Dimension vs. Accuracy
In Table 6 , we compare the accuracies of our system and original logistic regression, when using the same parameters as in Table A· 1. From Tables 5 and 6 , it is worth noting the pros and cons of our system as follows.
• (Pros) Our system accuracy tends to be not affected by the number of records N data .
• (Cons) Our system (over encrypted data) tends to be less accurate than original logistic regression (over plain data) when the data dimension d goes up.
The illustration for the above points can be as follows. Our approximation in Fig. 2 depends on the value u = θ T x = d i=0 θ i x i . As θ i , x i can be small via the standard normalization over the dataset, u depends very much on the data dimension d. When d is small (as in Skin/NonSkin, Banknote, Pima, Breast Cancer), our approximation works very well. However, when d becomes larger (as in Adult Income), our approximation in Fig. 2 becomes less accurate, yielding smaller accuracy than that of the original logistic regression. Tables 5 and 6 also confirm the fact that logistic regression is very powerful, especially with medical and biomedical data. While the illustration of this fact is out of the security and privacy scope of our paper, interested readers can find such an illustration in, e.g., [11] .
Conclusion
We show, for the first time, that privacy-preserving logistic regression is efficiently possible with distributed data sources. This is a step towards helping to protect sensitive data while accelerating research which requires integrated data collected via the Internet of Things. accuracy reported in Table 5 .
